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ABSTRACT
The production at the LHC of boosted top quarks (top quarks with a transverse
momentum that greatly exceeds their rest mass) is a promising process to search
for phenomena beyond the Standard Model. In this contribution several
examples are discussed of new techniques to reconstruct and identify (tag) the
collimated decay topology of the boosted hadronic decays of top quarks. Boosted
top reconstruction techniques have been utilized in searches for new physical
phenomena. An overview is given of searches by ATLAS, CDF and CMS for
heavy new particles decaying into a top and an anti-top quark, vector-like quarks
and supersymmetric partners to the top quark.
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1 Introduction
If the Standard Model (SM) is the final theory of elementary particle physics, the observed mass of the Higgs
boson must be fine-tuned. There are several proposed extensions to the SM, that offer natural explanations
to the Higgs boson mass, e.g. supersymmetry, new strong dynamics (Technicolor and other models), models
with extra dimensions (such as Randall–Sundrum), the existence of a fourth generation of quarks or vector-
like quarks, and several other scenarios (see, e.g., [1, 2] and references therein). All these theories tend
to come with top partners or particles decaying to top quarks. However, no such particles have yet been
observed, which means that if they exist, they are likely heavy.
If the decay of a heavy exotic particle contains one or more top quarks, these top quarks will be naturally
boosted from the parent mass. For a high transverse momentum of the top quark, the three decay products
of the top quark (`νb or qq′b) will be collimated. The typical radius of the containment cone∗ of the decay
is R = 2m/pT. If p
top
T > 350 GeV, the top decay will be contained in one single jet with radius parameter
R = 1.0, and an attempt to reconstruct t→ qq′b as three separate smaller jets (resolved reconstruction) will
fail. Special techniques are needed to recover these events.
In the following, recent analysis results with boosted top quarks from the LHC [3] experiments ATLAS [4]
and CMS [5] will be shown, as well as a physics analysis from CDF. A good overview of existing techniques
for boosted top quark reconstruction can be obtained from the BOOST workshop proceedings [6, 7, 8].
2 Boosted top quarks at the Tevatron
The first attempt to measure the production cross section of boosted top quarks was made by the CDF
experiment [9] using 6 fb−1 of pp collision data at
√
s = 1.96 TeV. In this study, boosted top quarks are
(a) Simulated mass of the leading jet, mjet1. (b) mjet2 vs. mjet1, data.
Figure 1: Jet mass: (a) mass of the leading jet, mjet1, from simulations of QCD and tt production and (b)
the data distribution of the subleading jet mass mjet2 vs. the leading jet mass mjet1. Figures from Ref. [9].
identified through the mass of jets with radius parameter R = 1.0. This mass is expected to coincide with
the top quark mass (∼ 173 GeV) for tt production, while being lower for multi-jets, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
The event selection requires either 2 massive jets (130 < mjet < 210 GeV), or 1 massive jet and the presence
of EmissT (missing transverse energy
†). The mass distribution in data in the all-hadronic channel is shown in
Fig. 1(b). A total of 58 events are observed in both channels, with an expectation of 44± 8(stat)± 13(syst),
∗Hadron collider detectors typically have a cylindrical coordinate system with the z-axis along the beampipe. φ is the
azimuthal angle and θ the polar angle. The pseudorapidity η is defined as η = − ln tan(θ/2). Angular distances are given as
∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2.
†EmissT is the component needed to bring the vector sum of the transverse momenta of all reconstructed objects to 0. In
tt→ `+ jets events, this corresponds to the undetected energy of the neutrino.
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of which only five events are expected to originate from tt production rather than QCD. An upper 95% CL
limit on tt production for ptopT > 400 GeV of σ < 40 fb is set.
3 Boosted top quarks at the LHC
The higher production cross section of tt at the LHC compared with the Tevatron, makes studies of boosted
top quarks at the LHC easier. For an overview of existing techniques for boosted top reconstruction, the
performance notes of CMS [10] and ATLAS [11] are recommended.
Both ATLAS and CMS have made interesting performance studies of various techniques, such as shower
deconstruction [12], jet grooming [11, 13, 14] and N -subjettiness [10, 11], which will not be further discussed
here. b-tagging at high pT is an important aspect of boosted top studies. Details can be found in Ref. [15].
The existing physics analyses using boosted top quarks at the LHC are searches for new heavy particles
decaying into top quarks (resonances), supersymmetric top squarks and vector-like quarks, to be discussed
in the following.
3.1 Searches for top quark resonances
A new particle decaying to tt, X → tt, would be a clear indication of physics beyond the Standard Model.
Two benchmark theories with X → tt have been used at the LHC: a leptophobic topcolor Z ′ and a Kaluza–
Klein gluon (gKK). ATLAS and CMS use slightly different parameters in the gKK model, hence only Z
′
results will be discussed here for comparison. Details on the models can be found in Refs. [1] and [2].
3.1.1 CMS tt resonances
The CMS experiment has searched for tt resonances using the full 2012 data set (20 fb−1 of
√
s= 8 TeV
collisions), combining the tt→ `+ jets (resolved and boosted) and tt→ jets (boosted only) channels [2].
(a) The mtt spectrum, `+ jets, 0 b-tag channel. (b) Combined upper cross section limits.
Figure 2: (a) Example of a reconstructed mtt spectrum, here the boosted `+ jets, 0 b-tag channel. (b) The
upper cross section limit on Z ′ → tt production, using all channels. Figures from Ref. [2].
For the resolved ` + jets channel, the presence of exactly one isolated electron or muon is required, as
well as EmissT and ≥ 4 anti-kt jets [16] with R = 0.5. At least one of these jets must be b-tagged. In the
boosted `+ jets channel, the charged leptons are not required to be isolated. EmissT must be present, as well
as at least two high-pT anti-kt R = 0.5 jets. There are two b-tag categories: no tag, or at least one of the
jets tagged. The dominant non-tt background after these cuts is W+jets production. Figure 2(a) shows the
mtt spectrum for the boosted 0 b-tag channel.
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In the boosted all-hadronic channel, two jets are required, that have passed the CMS top-tagger [10].
This tagger is based on the Johns-Hopkins top-tagger [17] and starts from Cambridge–Aachen (C–A) jets [18]
with R = 0.8. The jets are declustered, looking for substructure compatible with the three-pronged t→ qq′b
decay. The two CMS-tagged top candidate jets must be central in the detector, fulfill pT > 400 GeV and be
separated by ∆φ(jet, jet) > pi/2. The dominant non-tt background after this selection is non-top multi-jets.
The combination of the boosted and the resolved channels is done through a mass cut-off: formZ′ > 1 TeV,
the boosted selection is used and below this the resolved selection, as can be seen in Fig. 2(b).
The mass exclusion for the leptophobic Z ′ is m < 2.1 TeV (observed and expected).
3.1.2 ATLAS tt→ `+ jets resonances
The ATLAS experiment has searched for resonances decaying to tt → ` + jets using 14 fb−1 of 8 TeV
pp collision data [1]. Events are selected by requiring exactly one electron or muon, EmissT and at least
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Figure 3: (a) The invariant tt mass spectrum with the hypothetical resonances visible as peaks and (b) the
upper cross section limit on Z ′ → tt production as a function of Z ′ mass. Figures from Ref. [1].
one b-tagged anti-kt R = 0.4 jet anywhere in the event. The charged leptons are mini-isolated [19] using a
shrinking-cone isolation technique that maintains a stable selection efficiency also at high top quark pT, when
the leptons and the b-quark in the t → `νb decay are collimated. Reconstruction techniques adapted for
both boosted top quarks and the more well-known low-energy resolved case are used. A boosted hadronic
top object is defined as trimmed [11] anti-kt R = 1.0 jet that fulfills mjet > 100 GeV, p
jet
T > 300 GeV,
∆φ(`, jet) > 2.3 and
√
d12 > 40 GeV, where d12 is the first splitting scale of the kt clustering history [20,
21, 22]. If the event contains a boosted hadronic top object, it ends up in the “boosted” category. If not,
it is tested for a resolved tt selection with several anti-kt R = 0.4 jets, thus creating a seamless transition
between reconstructions optimized for low and high mtt, shown in Fig. 3(a). The mass exclusion of the Z
′
model is 0.5 < m < 1.8 TeV (observed) and 0.5 < m < 1.9 TeV(expected).
3.1.3 ATLAS tt resonances, all-hadronic decays
Searches for tt → jets resonances have been done by the ATLAS experiment using the full 2011 LHC
dataset [23] (5 fb−1 of 7 TeV pp collisions). In this analysis, two different top-tagging techniques were used,
HEPTopTagger [24, 25] and the Top Template Tagger [26].
The HEPTopTagger algorithm [24, 25] starts from C-A jets with R = 1.5 and pT > 200 GeV. The clus-
tering history is investigated until light sub-jets are found. After several steps of grooming and reclustering,
three sub-jets have been created, that are declared a top candidate, if the jet mass ratios are compatible with
a t → Wb → qq′b decay. The algorithm has a stable performance under increasing pile-up. To identify the
tt → jets events, 2 HEPTopTagged jets are required, as well as the existence of 2 b-tagged anti-kt R = 0.4
3
jets embedded in the large-R jets. In Fig. 4(a), the resulting mtt spectrum is shown. The multijet non-top
background is well suppressed.
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Figure 4: Invariant tt → jets mass spectra, reconstructed with (a) the HEPTopTagger algorithm and (b)
the Top Template Tagger method. The x- and y-axes are different in the plots, as well as the signal samples
compared, the leptophobic Z ′ in (a) and the Kaluza–Klein gluon in (b). Figures from Ref. [23].
The Top Template Tagger [26] works with the cluster structure in anti-kt R = 1.0 jets. The energy
of the topological clusters in the jets is compared with the parton kinematics in simulated templates of
tt → qq′bqq′b decays, by defining an overlap function, OV3, that is close to 1 for a perfect match and close
to 0 for a typical multi-jet event without three-prong structure.
The event selection requires at least two anti-kt R = 1.0 jets with pT > 500 GeV and pT > 450 GeV,
respectively, and |η| < 2.0. The overlap function must be OV3 > 0.7 for both jets. The jet masses of the
two jets must coincide with the top quark mass within ±50 GeV, and the event must contain two b-tagged
anti-kt R = 0.4 jets embedded in the large-R jets. The invariant tt mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 4(b).
Comparing the two tagger methods, HEPTopTagger works best for moderately boosted top quarks, while
the Top Template Tagger has a slightly better performance for high invariant tt masses.
3.1.4 Summary of the tt resonances studies at the LHC
All tt resonance searches at the Tevatron and the LHC, boosted and resolved, are summarized in Ref. [27].
The LHC experiments have increased the scope of resonance searches compared with the Tevatron, probing
mass regions well above 1 TeV. It has been demonstrated at the LHC that the all-hadronic final states of tt
decays are also accessible, with almost the same sensitivity as the `+ jets channel, due to the development
of jet substructure techniques and top-tagging.
3.2 Searches for top partners
Many proposed extensions to the SM contain top partners, hypothetical particles that resemble the top quark
in some way, such as the supersymmetric top squark or the vector-like top quark, T ′. In many scenarios, the
top partners are heavy and decay into at least one top quark, leading to potentially boosted top quarks in
the final state.
A HEPTopTagger-like tagger has been used in a CMS analysis [28] looking for pair-produced top squarks
decaying into a weakly interacting massive particle and a top quark. An ATLAS analysis, also searching for
pair-produced top squarks [29], instead reclusters anti-kt R = 0.4 jets with radii R = 0.8 and R = 1.2, using
the masses of the large-R jets to find top quark decays and W bosons. More details are given in Ref. [30].
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A search for pair-produced vector-like quarks [31] of exotic charge ±5e/3 has been done by the CMS
experiment [32]. The production and decay T5/3T5/3 → W+tW−t is illustrated in Fig. 5(a). The event
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Figure 5: (a) Feynman diagram showing the production and decay of T5/3T5/3 →W+tW−t→ `±`± + jets.
(b) Upper production cross section limits of T5/3, assuming a decay into 2 same-sign charged leptons. Figures
from Ref. [32].
selection requires two same-sign charged leptons (e or µ), EmissT and jets. Top quarks are identified with the
CMS top tagger [10, 17] and boosted W → qq′ decays are also tagged with a jet substructure technique.
The transition between boosted and resolved decays is solved elegantly by looking for a certain number of
constituents, NC ≥ 7. Charged leptons or anti-kt R = 0.5 jets are counted as one constituent each, a W -tag
is two constituents and a top-tag is three. T5/3 quarks with a mass lower than m < 800 GeV are excluded,
m < 810 GeV exclusion expected, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b).
Another CMS search for top partners using the full 2012 dataset is the T ′T ′ → HtHt → 6b4q analy-
sis [33]. Here T ′ is a vector-like quark with the same electric charge as the top quark. In this analysis,
C-A R = 1.5 jets are studied. Top quarks are identified with the HEPTopTagger algorithm, and boosted
Higgs bosons are identified by requiring that the C-A jet has at least two b-tagged sub-jets with an invariant
mass mbb > 60 GeV. The event signature is at least one top-tag and at least one Higgs-tag. The scalar
sum of the transverse momenta of all selected objects, HT, is shown in Fig. 6(a). The multi-jet (QCD)
background is well suppressed. The analysis excludes T ′, assuming 100% decay into Ht, for mT ′ < 747 GeV,
(mT ′ < 701 GeV expected) as indicated in Fig. 6(b). Results with branching ratios including Wb and Zt
are also given in the note [33].
These limits are comparable with those from another CMS study, using the same dataset and model,
but looking for final states including at least one lepton [34], also employing top-tagging techniques. This
clearly demonstrates that the usage of boosted top reconstruction techniques opens the final states with
only hadrons for physics analyses at high transverse momenta, thus significantly increasing the amount of
reconstructible top quark events for searches and measurements.
4 Summary and outlook
Important physics results with boosted top quarks have been produced at the Tevatron and in Run-1 of the
LHC. It is clear that the exclusion limits, and thereby the discovery potential, of new physical phenomena
become stronger when employing substructure techniques. Plenty of tt resonance searches have already been
conducted, as well as the first top partner searches, e.g. T ′ → Ht. A vast amount of searches involving top
quarks could potentially benefit from including boosted techniques, since this increases the mass reach and
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Figure 6: (a) The scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all selected objects, HT. (b) Upper cross section
limits of the T ′ production, assuming T ′ → Ht. Figures from Ref. [33].
enables searches in all-hadronic final states. Also boosted hadronic decays of bosons (H, W , Z) offer new
possibilities to probe the SM at the highest accessible energies. With Run-2 of the LHC coming up, it is fair
to assume that the boosted era has just begun.
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